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The word is…

SMK’s monthly Crossword 2019 April

Across
1. Fare of London tube is separated by this
5. “Could you do me a 〇〇〇〇〇?”
10. Oxford/Cambridge/Mukogawa Women’s…
11. One of “love”
12. Adjective similar to “exchangeable”, “equivalent”
14. Adjective to express something perfect for you
15. The biggest city in California
16. We can often see that this is used in movies
17. “As of 〇〇〇”
19. “How to make pancakes: In a bowl, 〇〇〇 sugar, 

flour and baking powder…”
20. Edge of clothes
22. In a clothing store, “Can I 〇〇〇 〇〇 this skirt?”
24. Abbreviation for “on the air”
26. Noun related to “roof”
28. Capital city is Vientiane
30. “Friend” in French
31. Synonyms are “help”, “aid”, “support”, etc.
34. “In the same 〇〇〇〇〇〇”
35. /gʌ́m/
Down
1. City where Swiss National Museum is
2. “It was really important presentation for me, 

so I got 〇〇 〇〇〇〇”
3. “Good”, “kind”, something like that
4. French water
5. Adverb indicating “distance”
6. “A spell 〇〇〇”
7. Holiday, abbrev.
8. Make “opal” into adjective form
9. ♪〇〇〇〇〇, take it easy For there is nothing 

that we can do~ by MIKA
13. Kind of “plan”
18. Often displayed in Christmas season
19. “It was a very 〇〇〇〇〇〇 story!”
21. Deer
23. God who decided directions of dead people
25. Japan is a part of this

27. “She 〇〇〇〇s so happy”
28. “Laboratory”, for short
29. Acronym for “airport surveillance radar”
32. Abbr. for “statue”
33. Internet slang meaning “see you”

See  the clues 
and fill in the blanks!

If you have something that
you can’t figure out, look up it

on the web or a dictionary!
We recommend using 

a thesaurus.


